Factsheet University of Vienna - Faculty of Social Sciences
Department of Communication

For **general Information about Erasmus+** please refer to the [International Office](#)

Information concerning **Erasmus at our Department** can be found on [our website](#)

At the [Erasmus Student Network](#) you can **share experience and information**

Information about courses in Communication Science can be found at our [Course Catalogue](#)
Recommendations and Guidelines can be found on our website (Incoming Section).

**Language Requirements:** German (B2, better C1), Englisch B2 (for Master and PhD Studies ONLY!, German B2 recommended)
Please keep in mind that there is a VERY limited number of courses available in Englisch!

**Credit system:** 30 ECTS/ Semester BA and MA

**Erasmus Code:** A WIEN01

**Dates academic year**
Fall: 1st of October to 28th of February (course catalogue online on July 1)
Spring: 1st of March to 30th of June (course catalogue online on January 15)

**Contact details**
Department of Communication,
Faculty of Social Sciences,
University of Vienna
Währingerstrasse 29,
1090 Vienna, Austria

**Office**
Bakk. phil. Jenifer Krawarik
[jenifer.krawarik@univie.ac.at](mailto:jenifer.krawarik@univie.ac.at)
T: +43 1 4277 49383
Room 7.36

**Erasmus Coordinator (Northern Europe)**
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Homero Gil de Zúñiga, PhD
[homero.gil.de.zuniga@univie.ac.at](mailto:homero.gil.de.zuniga@univie.ac.at)
T: +43-1-4277-493 31
Room 7.22
Office Hour: every first Monday of the month 14.00-15.00

**Erasmus Coordinator (Southern Europe)**
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Jürgen Grimm
[juergen.grimm@univie.ac.at](mailto:juergen.grimm@univie.ac.at)
T: +43-1-4277-493 11
Room 7.30
Office Hour: Wednesday, 14.15-16.15 (please make an appointment with [Regina Außerwöger](mailto:regina.ausserweger@univie.ac.at))